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Introduction: What is Carbon Literacy?
Official definition of Carbon Literacy:

‘An awareness of the carbon costs and impacts of everyday activities and 
the ability and motivation to reduce emissions, on an individual, community 
and organisational basis.’

Other definitions:

‘Carbon Literacy is the knowledge and capacity required to create a positive 
shift in how mankind lives, works and behaves in response to climate change.’

‘Carbon Literacy is relevant climate change learning for everyone.’



Introduction: What is the Carbon Literacy Action Day?
The Carbon Literacy Action Day will see the largest ever number of people 
participate and complete their days’ worth of Carbon Literacy training, and pledge 
positive action to reduce carbon emissions, in a single day. Thousands of people 
from organisations and communities across the world will take part, making this 
the world’s greatest climate education event to date.

The campaign to promote the  Action Day has been developed as part of The 
Carbon Literacy Project’s activity in line with the UN COP26 negotiations, to seize 
the opportunity presented by this historic and significant climate event to catalyse 
action on climate change through Carbon Literacy training. 



Communications Campaign
In the run up to and following the Carbon Literacy Action Day, the communications 
campaign will be an opportunity for Carbon Literacy trainers and delivery partner 
organisations to share what actions they are taking, or have taken, as part of the 
Action Day.

The main aim of the campaign is to give Carbon Literacy trainers and delivery 
partners:
● An opportunity to share your involvement in the first ever Carbon Literacy 

Action Day and largest ever climate education training event.
● A chance to highlight what positive actions you are taking - as part, and as a 

result of, COP26 - to mitigate climate change.
● An amplified voice in COP26 conversations.



Brand Guidelines
Please note: in general usage and specifically within copy, the term Carbon 
Literacy is correctly capitalised as a noun: It is therefore “Carbon Literacy” not 
“carbon literacy”.

If you are unsure about any usage of Carbon Literacy Project logos or text please 
review our brand guidelines in full at: 
https://carbonliteracy.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Carbon-Literacy-Project-Br
and-Guidelines-v1.4.pdf 

https://carbonliteracy.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Carbon-Literacy-Project-Brand-Guidelines-v1.4.pdf
https://carbonliteracy.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Carbon-Literacy-Project-Brand-Guidelines-v1.4.pdf


Hashtags
The main hashtag for the Carbon Literacy Action Day social media campaign: 

#CLActionDay

For all other Carbon Literacy activity during COP26:

#CLatCOP26

Other hashtags you might consider using:

#CarbonLiteracy #CarbonLit #CLTraining #CLToolkit #COP26 #COP26Glasgow 
#ClimateAction #ClimateEducation 

Sector-specific hashtags:

#CLHealthcare #CLSocialHousing #CL4LAs #CLEducation #CLMuseums 
#CLTransport



We are taking part in the first ever Carbon Literacy Action Day. The #CLActionDay will see the largest number of 
people becoming certified as Carbon Literate in one single day. Becoming Carbon Literate means taking 
actionable steps towards tackling the climate crisis, and here at [organisation] we are passionate about doing 
everything we can to mitigate effects within our industry. For us, taking actionable steps towards mitigating climate 
change is vital because.... 

Our planned activity for the Action Day is to deliver Carbon Literacy Training / [Name of Course Here] to [X] 
members of staff/external individuals. Our training will be delivered via [platform] and will commence on [Date] and 
culminate at [5pm on November 1st].

Taking part in the Carbon Literacy Action Day is important for us because it means:

● Developing a greater understanding of the climate crisis, our carbon footprint and understanding the 
different ways in which we can reduce our carbon footprint,

● Creating a positive change in our organisation and/or industry,
● Developing a strong understanding of the impacts of climate change on the wider world and climate 

injustice,
● Working together with others to create lasting change and hope for all.

Website Copy



Newsletter Copy
On the 1st November, to coincide with Day One of the UN COP26 negotiations, we are taking part 
in the first ever Carbon Literacy Action Day. The Action Day will see the largest number of people 
becoming certified as Carbon Literate in one single day. 

Our planned activity for the Action Day is to deliver Carbon Literacy Training / [Name of Course 
Here] to [X] members of staff/external individuals. Our training will be delivered via [platform] and 
will commence on [Date] and culminate at [5pm on November 1st].

Becoming Carbon Literate means taking actionable steps towards tackling the climate crisis, and 
here at [organisation] we are passionate about doing everything we can to mitigate effects within 
our industry. For us, taking actionable steps towards mitigating climate change is vital 
because....[relate to your industry]. 

Follow along with our activities on the day via [social media platforms + handles] with 
#CLActionDay.



Social Media Copy
The following slides include suggested copy for each of the different social media 
platforms on which The Carbon Literacy Project has a presence, including:
● LinkedIn, 
● Twitter, 
● Facebook, 
● Instagram.

The format and style for suggested copy has been adjusted for each platform’s 
formatting and general audience, but please feel free to edit copy to suit your 
purposes. 



Twitter Copy
We are taking in part in the @Carbon_Literacy Action Day, the largest-ever low-carbon climate 
education training day, on Day 1 of #COP26 on Nov 1st. Book your place to join us. #CLActionDay

We are training [x] [staff/members] as Carbon Literate as part of the The @Carbon_Literacy Action 
Day and #COP26 negotiations. We’ll be pledging [2x] actions that we can take as individuals and as 
an [organisation/community] to tackle climate change. #CLActionDay

We are accepting our share of the responsibility for tackling climate change and learning to take 
#climateaction by participating in the @Carbon_Literacy Action Day on Day 1 of #COP26.  

We are catalysing action on climate change by joining The @Carbon_Literacy Project for the first 
ever Carbon Literacy Action Day on Day 1 of #COP26. #CLActionDay



LinkedIn Copy
To coincide with Day 1 of the UN #COP26 negotiations, we are taking part in @The Carbon Literacy 
Project’s first-ever Carbon Literacy Action Day.  

Our planned activity for the Action Day is to deliver Carbon Literacy Training / [Name of Course] to [X] 
members of staff/external individuals. Our training will be delivered via Zoom and will commence on 
[Date] and culminate at [5pm on November 1st].

Find out more/book your place here: [link to your/our CL Action Day day webpage/link to register]

We are participating in the first-ever Carbon Literacy Action Day as part of #COP26, as negotiations 
begin on 1st Nov. 

From [training start date] and finishing on the first day of #COP26, we’ll be delivering Carbon Literacy 
Training / [Name of Course] to [X] members of staff/external individuals. By doing so, we’re taking 
actionable steps towards tackling the climate crisis.

 Find out more/book your place here: [link to your/our CL Action Day day webpage/link to register]



We’re accepting our share of the responsibility for tackling climate change by participating in the @The 
Carbon Literacy Project’s first ever Carbon Literacy Action Day.

As part of the UN #COP26 negotiations beginning on Nov 1st, we’ll be delivering Carbon Literacy 
Training / [Name of Course] to [X] members of staff/external individuals in order to take actionable steps 
towards building a low-carbon society for all.

Find out more/book your place here: [link to your/our CL Action Day day webpage/link to register]

#COP26 is almost here and we at [Organisation] are participating by joining @The Carbon Literacy 
Project for the first-ever Carbon Literacy Action Day.

From [training start date] and finishing on the first day of #COP26, we’ll be delivering Carbon Literacy 
Training / [Name of Course] to [X] members of staff/external individuals. By doing so, we’re taking 
actionable steps towards tackling the climate crisis.

 Find out more/book your place here: [link to your/our CL Action Day day webpage/link to register]

LinkedIn Copy (cont)



Facebook Copy
We’re taking part in @The Carbon Literacy Project’s first-ever Carbon Literacy Action Day on Day 1 of 
#COP26.🌍   

We’ll be delivering Carbon Literacy Training / [Name of Course Here] to [X] members of staff/external 
individuals. Our training will be delivered via Zoom and will commence on [Date] and culminate at [5pm on 
November 1st].

Find out more OR book your place here: [link to your/our CL Action Day day webpage OR link to register]

We’re accepting our share of the responsibility for tackling climate change and learning to take #climateaction 
by participating in the @The Carbon Literacy Project’s first ever Carbon Literacy Action Day on Day 1 of 
#COP26. 🌍 

From [training start date] and finishing on Nov 1st, we’ll be delivering Carbon Literacy Training / [Name of 
Course Here] to [X] members of staff/external individuals. 

 Find out more OR book your place here: [link to your/our CL Action Day day webpage OR link to register]



Instagram Copy
We’re taking part in the first-ever @carbonliteracy Action Day on Day 1 of #COP26! 🌍  

We’ll be delivering Carbon Literacy Training / [Name of Course Here] to [X] members of staff/external 
individuals. Our training will be delivered via Zoom and will commence on [Date] and culminate at [5pm 
on November 1st].

Find out more at @carbonliteracy OR via our website/the link in our bio.

We’re participating in the largest ever climate education training event as part of #COP26! 🌍

As part of @carbonliteracy’s first-ever Carbon Literacy Action Day, we’ll be delivering Carbon Literacy 
Training / [Name of Course Here] to [X] members of staff/external individuals. 

Find out more at @carbonliteracy OR via our website/the link in our bio.



Campaign Graphics & Images
We have created a range of graphics for social media for you to use in your 
communications, to promote your participation in the Carbon Literacy Action Day. 
Dimensions have been considered and so there is a graphic to fit the optimal formatting 
for each of the different social media platforms. 

We also have a range of photographs available for use that have been kindly shared by 
various partners who delivered CL training. These images will be suitable for you if you 
would like to share photos of in-person Carbon Literacy training. 

Note: You will find these images under ‘Social Media Graphics’ and ‘Training Photos’ as 
downloadable files on the Action Day Resources page.



Any questions?
For more details about the Carbon Literacy Action 
Day, contact our Action Day Co-Ordinator:
 
catherine.mcginn@carbonliteracy.com

For social media queries, contact our Social Media Officer: 

lucia.simmons@carbonliteracy.com

For general press and media enquiries, contact: 

media@carbonliteracy.com

mailto:catherinemcginn@carbonliteracy.com
mailto:lucia.simmons@carbonliteracy.com

